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ABSTRACT We present a coarse residue-based computational method to rapidly compute the solution scattering proﬁle from
a protein with dynamical ﬂuctuations. The method is built upon a coarse-grained (CG) representation of the protein. This CG
representation takes advantage of the intrinsic low-resolution and CG nature of solution scattering data. It allows rapid scattering
determination from a large number of conformations that can be extracted from CG simulations to obtain scattering character-
ization of protein conformations. The method includes several important elements, effective residue structure factors derived
from the Protein Data Bank, explicit treatment of water molecules in the hydration layer at the surface of the protein, and an
ensemble average of scattering from a variety of appropriate conformations to account for macromolecular ﬂexibility. This simpli-
ﬁed method is calibrated and illustrated to accurately reproduce the experimental scattering curve of Hen egg white lysozyme.
We then illustrated the applications of this CG method by computing the solution scattering patterns of several representative
protein folds and multiple conformational states. The results suggest that solution scattering data, when combined with the reli-
able computational method that we developed, show great potential for a better structural description of multidomain complexes
in different functional states, and for recognizing structural folds when sequence similarity to a protein of known structure is low.INTRODUCTION
Small-angle x-ray solution scattering (SAXS) is an increas-
ingly powerful technique to characterize structurally large
macromolecular complexes (1–6). It takes less effort for
sample preparation relative to crystallography, and avoids
the challenge of growing crystals of good diffraction quality.
It provides native structural data at physiological conditions
such as in NMR, but without the inherent size limitations. It
also allows rapid data collection with the current high flux
synchrotron sources. The tradeoff is that only low-resolution
information (in the range of 10–50 A˚; see (1) for more
discussion about SAXS resolution) about overall shape can
be obtained because of the spherical averaging of protein
scattering from multiple random orientations adopted in
solution.
Low-resolution SAXS data can be combined with compu-
tational methods to reconstruct low-resolution structural
models of large multidomain complexes. The scattering
data can serve as independent constraints for computational
modeling to ultimately characterize the structures/shapes of
large protein complexes, especially when the structure of
each individual domain in the complex is known at high
resolution (1). This combination of solution scattering with
computation and atomic resolution structures from crystal-
lography provides an alternative approach to achieving struc-
tural characterization of multidomain proteins (1). Recent
studies suggest that such a combination can be used to obtain
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solution (7,8). However, this application is often limited by
the efficiency of the scattering calculations for a large
number of conformations generated from extensive sampling
in the configurational space. Before this combination can be
achieved, we need to develop a rapid scattering determina-
tion method to efficiently and accurately compute the scat-
tering profiles so that it can be productively applied to an
ensemble of protein states, e.g., tens of thousands of protein
configurations.
Recently, several computational approaches have been
introduced to address this question, at both the all-atom
and coarse-grain levels of detail. In most current all-atom
methods, the details of both the protein itself and the
surrounding water molecules are approximately taken into
account (9–12). One of the most widely used all-atom
methods is provided by the CRYSOL program (9), which
has been shown to be quite successful in many cases (13).
The current treatment in CRYSOL makes assumptions about
the structure of primary hydration shell around the protein
using an implicit solvent model and about the electron density
in the shell. Additionally, the treatment of the density contrast
of bound waters in the hydration shell relative to the remain-
ing bulk water remains uncertain (14–17). For large macro-
molecules, the conformational flexibility must be also taken
into account. This flexibility is an important aspect of multi-
domain complexes and enzymes (18,19) and can be reflected
in dynamic transitions among those states accessible to a
protein in solution (20). Complete and accurate computation
of SAXS patterns would require that it be included in any
model.
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.03.036
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tions are often computationally expensive for large complexes,
especially when a large number of configurations is involved.
Alternative methods for computing scattering patterns involve
coarse-graining molecular representations. These are essen-
tially based on the nature of SAXS as a low-resolution tech-
nique, making it well suited for use with coarse-graining.
Ideally, it should significantly reduce computer time without
compromising accuracy. Along this direction, multiple levels
of coarse-grained (CG) models have been introduced,
including a simple Ca model (21), a side-chain CG model
(primarily for diffraction) (22), and a dummy-residue (DR)
model (23). In the Ca model, all amino acids are assigned
with the same number of electrons at the Ca positions
(21,24). This simple Ca model approach has reportedly
improved the prediction ability of protein folding and structure
prediction (for example, see (25,26)). In the side-chain coarse-
graining model, a procedure of simplifying each residue into
backbone and side-chain groups was aimed to obtain low-
resolution interpretation for diffraction data (22,27,28). In
the DR model, each residue is represented by its Ca atom
and explicit water molecules are used in the hydration shell
(23). In addition, the use of a correction function for the
structure factor of each residue was enforced to reproduce
the CRYSOL-calculated scattering curves. Furthermore, in
the DR treatment of the hydration shell, the density of explicit
water molecules used to represent the hydration shell density is
much lower than that of the bulk solvent.
Inspired by the successes of CRYSOL and the DR model,
we aim here at developing a CG model that can be used to
efficiently and accurately compute scattering curves from
a given protein conformation. In this CG model, three major
elements are addressed as follows.
First, a knowledge-based structure factor for each residue is
developed based on their atomic models as in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB). This differs from the Ca model by including
a CG structure factor for each residue. It also differs from
the DR model by avoiding the introduction of a correction
function since the effective structure factors are essentially
derived from experimentally observed conformers. Clearly,
this coarse-graining is based on the low-resolution nature of
SAXS data.
Second, an explicit solvent layer of dummy water mole-
cules is placed around the protein, similar to the DR model,
but with a proper electron density set to account for the excess
electron density of the hydration layer relative to bulk solvent.
An effective structure factor of dummy waters is derived and
a proper weight is assigned based on the experimental data of
lysozyme.
Third, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
account for the conformational flexibility that occurs in
proteins in solution. The CG model is capable of reproducing
the SAXS scattering data of lysozyme accurately. More
importantly, it provides a rapid determination method for
computing scattering profiles with an ensemble of statesBiophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463incorporated. We further apply the CG model to characterize
a variety of protein folds and multiple conformational states
in terms of their distinct scattering profiles. This rapid
computational method, when combined with solution scat-
tering data and atomic resolution structures of individual
components, is well positioned to provide a powerful tool
to shape-reconstruct large multidomain complexes and to
determine the population fraction of different conformational
states of protein under different physiological conditions.
Theoretical background and developments
The SAXS from protein in solution essentially measures the
difference in the electron density between protein molecules
and bulk solvent. Proteins have an average electron density
of rm ~0.43 e/A˚
3 (29), whereas pure water has an electron
density of rs ~ 0.334 e/A˚
3 at 20C (30). The difference
makes SAXS particularly attractive for resolving the electron
density contrast and potentially determining protein struc-
tures. In practice, the scattering curve I(q) is determined
from the total scattering of protein samples by subtracting the
capillary scattering and background buffer scattering after
correction for the volume of buffer displaced by the protein
(1,31). Theoretically, the intensity from dilute samples is
proportional to the spherically averaged scattering of a single
molecule minus the excluded volume contributions but with
the hydration shell excess density (3),
IðqÞ ¼ jAmðqÞ  rsAsðqÞ þ DrbAbðqÞj2U; (1)
where the amplitude of the wavevector transfer q ¼ jqj ¼
2p/d¼ 4p sin q/l (d is the Bragg spacing, 2q is the scattering
angle, and l is the x-ray wavelength). Am(q) is the scattering
amplitude from the protein molecule in vacuum, As(q) is
from the solvent with an excluded volume displaced by the
protein, and Ab(q) is from the shell of bound waters reflected
in the density excess (Drb) relative to the bulk phase (29).
The quantity h,,,iU stands for an average over all orienta-
tions in reciprocal space to account for the nature of protein
adopting random orientations in solution.
Equation 1 provides the theoretical basis for solution scat-
tering. For a given protein conformation with N spherical
atoms (e.g., Fig. 1), the scattering is contributed from 1),
the protein itself in vacuum; 2), the excluded volume of
solvent displaced by the protein; 3), the relative electron
density in the hydration shell; and 4), in addition, protein
conformational flexibility by the ensemble average over all
conformations that are accessible to protein motions in solu-
tion. The ensemble average differs from the orientational
average in Eq. 1. We briefly describe these four aspects as
follows. First, the scattering I(q) from the protein itself is
calculated by the Debye formula
IðqÞ ¼ jAmðqÞj2 ¼ XN
i;j¼ 1
fiðqÞfjðqÞ
sin

qrij

qrij
; (2)
A Rapid Coarse-Grained Method for SAXS 4451where fi values are atomic form factors (i ¼ 1, $$$, N) and
rij values are the interparticle distances. At the limit of q/
0, fi values are the electron numbers of each atom. Fig. 2
shows the scattering factor curves fi for C, N, O, H, and
S using the Cromer-Mann scattering-factor coefficients
(32).
Second, the effect of the excluded solvent can be incorpo-
rated into a correction for atomic scattering factors by assign-
ing a Gaussian sphere for all the atoms (30),
f
0
i ðqÞ ¼ fiðqÞ  virsexp

 pv2=3i q2

; (3)
where vi values are the observed volumes of each atom from
experiments (30). This treatment has been implemented in
the CRYSOL package (9). Therefore, the scattering from
the protein taking into account the excluded volume is
given by
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of lysozyme surrounded by a layer
of ‘‘dummy’’ waters to model the local difference in relative solvent density
at the surface of the protein. The scattering from a given protein conforma-
tion is conveniently and accurately represented by its N residues (red) via the
Ca position, with M explicit water molecules (blue) inserted 3.5–6.5 A˚ away
from Ca atoms to represent the hydration shell. Conformational flexibility
also contributes to the scattering because of the intrinsic motions that are
accessible to protein dynamics in solution.IðqÞ ¼ jAmðqÞ  rsAsðqÞj2 ¼ XN
i;j¼ 1
f
0
i ðqÞf
0
j ðqÞ
sin

qrij

qrij
;
(4)
where f 0i(q) values are the corrected scattering factors in Eq. 3
and plotted in Fig. 2.
Third, the scattering is also contributed from the relative
electron density of the primary solvation layer surrounding
the protein to the extent that it differs from bulk solvent. It
has been documented that the density of bound waters in
the hydration shell is slightly higher relative to bulk water
(15–17,29). The difference in density gives rise to the third
term in the scattering I(q) (Eq. 1). In the CRYSOL calcula-
tions, the hydration shell is accounted for by using a water
density 10% greater than bulk solvent by default. The level
of contrast in the hydration shell can be adjusted to improve
the fit to data. The validity of such a representation of the
structure of the implicit solvent shell is uncertain (17,33),
and therefore an explicit solvent representation will be
implemented here.
Finally, the scattering is also affected by the protein
conformational flexibility that reflects the nature of protein
motions in solution. Modeling such flexibility is fundamen-
tally important to describe the motions that are accessible to
molecules outside of a crystal lattice (1). From a theoretical
FIGURE 2 Atomic scattering form factors for atoms C, N, O, H, and S,
before (solid line) and after (dashed line) the excluded volume correction.
The effect of the excluded volume can be simulated by supposing that the
volume displayed by the protein is filled with an electron gas with a density
equal to the average electron density of pure water. This has been formulated
by assigning a Gaussian sphere for each atom (30), according to Eq. 3.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463
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simulations.
Based on these four theoretical aspects of solution
scattering, we have developed a new set of programs for
computing solution scattering from atomic coordinates. In
these new programs, the scattering intensity is computed by
coarse-graining the protein representation with effective
residue-based scattering factors, and coarse-graining the
protein motions for conformational flexibility using MD
simulations. The coarse-graining methods allow us to achieve
a significant reduction of computer time, and the large time-
scale protein motions are required to adequately reflect the
nature of protein dynamics in solution. These programs
perform just as well on the test of lysozyme as CRYSOL,
and make better assumptions about the solvent density in
the primary hydration shell by including the solvent explicitly
in the calculations.
Derivation of coarse residue structure factors
Solution scattering has been traditionally used to charac-
terize the protein shape at low resolution (1). Calculations
of such low resolution scattering profiles can be accommo-
dated by simplifying the protein representation. We repre-
sent the protein as a chain of effective residues specified
by the Ca position. Coarse-graining the protein representa-
tion is computationally advantageous, though one has to be
careful in replacing the atomic scattering factors by effec-
tive residue-based structure factors to account for the
internal detail of each amino acid (22,28). For each amino
acid, an effective structure factor is derived from atomic
coordinates of its n spherical atoms using the Debye
formula (34)Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463FCGðqÞ ¼
*Xn
i;j¼ 1
f
0
i ðqÞf
0
j ðqÞ
sinðqrijÞ
qrij
+1
2
PDB
; (5)
where f 0i(q) values are the scattering factors, corrected for
excluded volume (Eq. 3 and Fig. 2). The procedure of simpli-
fying a group of spherical atoms into a ‘‘glob’’ for each
residue is illustrated in the Appendix. This idea of residue-
based coarse-graining bears some similarity with the side-
chain ‘‘globbicity,’’ introduced by Harker (27) and extended
by Guo et al. (22,28). The brackets h,,,iPDB indicates the
scattering factor was averaged over backbone conformers
and side-chain rotamers of each residue in a set of high-reso-
lution crystal structures of 434 protein chains selected from
the PDB (as of July 2008) using the PISCES program (35).
A layer of explicit ‘‘dummy’’ waters
To represent the bound waters in the hydration shell, a layer
of explicit water molecules are placed around the surface of
protein. For the water molecule, similar to the procedure for
amino acids, an effective scattering factor is derived and
plotted in Fig. 3 according to
FCGw ðqÞ ¼
"X3
i;j¼ 1
fiðqÞfjðqÞsinðqrijÞ
qrij
#1
2
; (6)
where rij values are the internal distances taken from a TIP3P
model water (36). In practice, such a layer of ‘‘dummy’’
waters were placed at their Oxygen positions in a density
of bulk solvent (rs) with positions 3.5–6.5 A˚ away from
the protein Ca atoms (Fig. 1), generated using a large equil-
ibrated TIP3P waterbox.FIGURE 3 (Top) Effective residue-based scattering struc-
ture factors for 20 residues derived from a set of high-reso-
lution crystal structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
(Eq. 5). (Bottom) The blue curve is the theoretical scattering
factor of a TIP3P model water before the weighting (Eq. 6).
An average scattering factor was calculated to account for
backbone conformers and side-chain rotamers of each
residue. For simplicity, we used an average over all residues
in a set of high-resolution crystal structures. The data set
consists of 434 protein chains derived from the PDB (as of
July 2008). A large number of resulting atomic conforma-
tions were used for the averaging of each residue, ranging
from 1308 for Cysteine, to 4400 for Proline, and to 8379
for Alanine. The ordering from large to small for 20 resi-
dues, according to the values of the intensity at q/ 0, is:
Arg, His, Asp, Asn, Glu, Cys, Gln, Met, Trp, Tyr, Ser,
Thr, Lys, Gly, Phe, Ala, Pro, Val, Leu, and Ile.
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hydration shell relative to the bulk phase, a weight is as-
signed for the scattering factor of dummy waters:
FCGðqÞ ¼ w  FCGw ðqÞ: (7)
As we shall see, the value of the weighting factor w is empir-
ically calibrated using the experimental scattering data of
lysozyme. With this strategy, the scattering from a given
protein conformation is conveniently and accurately repre-
sented by its N residues via the Ca position and the
surrounding M explicit water molecules via the Oxygen posi-
tion. For this CG model of a protein with the accompanying
hydration shell, the solution scattering can be calculated
using the Debye formula
ICGðqÞ ¼
XNþM
i;j¼ 1
FCGi ðqÞFCGj ðqÞ
sin

qrij

qrij
; (8)
where Fi
CG(q) values are the effective CG scattering factors
for both amino acids and water molecules (Eqs. 5 and 7).
Thus, for a given protein conformation, a CG model of
protein for scattering is achieved as a chain of N residues
at their Ca positions and a layer of M dummy waters in
the primary solvation shell.
Modeling protein ﬂexibility in solution
The randomness of protein orientations in SAXS measure-
ments requires spherical averaging in the theoretical
framework. An additional level of disorder arises from the
conformational flexibility of the protein. Proteins in solution
fluctuate among accessible conformations, and the observed
scattering reflects this ensemble. This is accomplished by
the ensemble average of scattering IðqÞ ¼ hICGðqÞiMD, where
h,,,iMD stands for an MD average over the ensemble of
structures around the local free energy minimum of folded
proteins. Alternatively, they could be sampled by computa-
tional techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations, or normal
mode analysis.
All aspects of the computation can be easily incorporated
by sampling the local configurational space with CG simula-
tions as a method of choice (37–42). In such a model, a
protein is treated as a chain of Ca atoms with Lennard-Jones
potentials to stabilize the native folded conformation. More
can be found in Computational details, below.
Finally, an average scattering pattern of I(q) is computed
by taking into account 1), the effective scattering factors
for amino acids and water molecules (with a proper weight);
and 2), an ensemble of folded structures generated from the
CG simulations that allow the protein to fluctuate around the
native conformations.
Computational details
The protein conformational flexibility is modeled by using
an ensemble of structures extracted from MD simulationswith a simplified model built from the native conformations.
The energy function for a Ca-based CG model is similar to
the one used in Yang et al. (42), i.e.,
E ¼ P
bonds
Krðr  r0Þ2 þ
P
angles
Kqðq q0Þ2
þ P
dihedrals
K
ðnÞ
f ð1  cosðnðf f0ÞÞÞ
þ P
contacts
31
h
5

sij
rij
12
6

sij
rij
10i
þ P
repulsive
32

so
rij
12
;
(9)
where Kr, Kq, and Kf are the force constants of the bond,
angle, and dihedral angle for adjacent Ca atoms, respec-
tively, and we chose Kr ¼ 100 kcal/mol, Kq ¼ 20 kcal/
mol, Kf
(1) ¼ 1 kcal/mol, and Kf(3) ¼ 0.5 kcal/mol. All native
folded structures with r0, q0, f0, and sij are taken from the
PDB. The value sij is the distance of a pair of residues that
are in contact in the native state. We chose 31 ¼ 1 kcal/
mol for native contacts and 32 ¼ 0.001 kcal/mol for repulsive
interactions for all pairs of residues that are not in contact in
the native state (so ¼ 3.8 A˚).
This CG model is simulated by a Langevin dynamics with
a leveraged friction coefficient and an increased time step.
The friction coefficient was set to 50 ps1 and a time step
to 0.01 ps. The value of friction coefficient for Ca atoms
was chosen to mimic the friction for the all-atomic-detailed
residues (43). All simulations were carried out at a tempera-
ture of 300 K for a period of 1–5 ns.
For each configuration generated from CG simulations,
a layer of water molecules is placed at the surface of the protein.
This placement is done by removing water molecules overlap-
ping with protein atoms from a large equilibrated TIP3P water-
box. The water molecules are inserted in a density of bulk
solvent, rs ¼ 0.334 e/A˚3. Finally, only those water molecules
with positions 3.5–6.5 A˚ away from the protein Ca atoms are
kept, to represent the hydration shell (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we first derive knowledge-based coarse residue struc-
ture factors for all 20 residues and then calibrate the scat-
tering of water molecules in the hydration shell using the
well-studied protein lysozyme. We finally apply the CG
method to several representative protein folds and to proteins
with multiple biological conformational states.
Coarse-grained residue structure factors
Equation 5 was used to compute the effective residue-based
scattering structure factors for 20 residues. The coarse-grain-
ing procedure was based on a set of high-resolution crystal
structures. A set of 434 protein structures was derived from
the PDB (as of July 2008) by using the PISCES program
(35), based on the criteria: 1), sequence identity <10%; 2),Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463
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and 4),R-factor value<0.15. This results in a large number of
atomic conformations for each residue, ranging from 1308 for
Cysteine, to 4400 for Proline, and to 8379 for Alanine. The
scattering factor was derived from an average over all these
conformers to account for different backbone and side-chain
orientations of each residue (see Eq. 5).
Fig. 3 shows the CG residue scattering factors. The calcu-
lations were based on all appropriate conformers that are
available in a subset of structure deposited in PDB using
Eq. 5. The ordering of scattering intensity from large to small
for 20 residues, according to the values at q/ 0, is: Arg,
FIGURE 4 The choice of the thickness of the hydration layer. A combi-
nation of varying the thickness (d) of the layer and the weighting factor
(w) of water molecules in the layer to maintain the overall net density yields
very similar scattering results for lysozyme. Shown are two examples with
w ¼ 3%, d ¼ 3 A˚ (red) and w ¼ 4.5%, d ¼ 2 A˚ (blue), respectively.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463His, Asp, Asn, Glu, Cys, Gln, Met, Trp, Tyr, Ser, Thr,
Lys, Gly, Phe, Ala, Pro, Val, Leu, and Ile. For instance,
the residue of Arginine has a positive electron density rela-
tive to the bulk solvent, whereas Isoleucine has a relative
negative density. Therefore, a CG scattering method can
be constructed as a chain of effective residues at their Ca
positions and having the effective structure factors derived.
Lysozyme: a model system to calibrate
the hydration shell
We used the HEW lysozyme (PDB code: 6LYZ) as our test
case, since its SAXS data are publicly available through the
CRYSOL package (9). We first simulated the lysozyme by
a CG MD following Eq. 9 and then solvated the protein for
each snapshot extracted from simulations by placing a layer
of water molecules with an initial density of rs ~0.334 e/A˚
3
(see details above). Finally, the average scattering was calcu-
lated with CG residue scattering factors and a proper weight
for dummy waters (to be determined) using Eq. 8.
Fig. 5 shows that the theoretical scattering intensity for the
lysozyme with different lengths of simulation time from 1 ns
to 5 ns. Clearly, the protein conformational flexibility is
FIGURE 5 An ensemble average of configurations for scattering of the
HEW lysozyme. The curves were calculated from an ensemble of snapshots
taken from a simulation period of time of 1 ns, 2 ns, and 5 ns, respectively.
The shades of each curve represent the standard deviations at each q position
(q ¼ 2p/d), which are enlarged by the plot in the inset. Comparison of these
curves suggests that it is representative to take the scattering with an average
over a period of 2-ns MD simulations. The weighting factor for dummy
waters, w ¼ 3% (Eq. 7), was used for the calculations. The intensity was
plotted in a log-scale. For clarity, the curves with difference were shifted
along the vertical direction.
A Rapid Coarse-Grained Method for SAXS 4455reflected by the standard deviations (and the averages as
well) of I(q), which are represented by the shades of each
curve (and the inset). In the low q region, where the overall
protein shape is not sensitive to the conformation flexibility,
the standard deviation of I(q) is quite small. It gets larger in
the higher q region, where the contributions of internal
detailed fluctuations begin to dominate. For proteins with
large conformational flexibility in solution, this larger uncer-
tainty of I(q), together with an intrinsic low signal/noise ratio
in the high-q regions, may contribute to very noisy experi-
mental observations as q increases.
Fig. 5 also shows that the standard deviations of I(q) start to
converge with a length of 2-ns simulations in the case of lyso-
zyme. Although the convergence of the length of simulations
has to be examined by a case-by-case basis for different
proteins, we take as representative an ensemble average
over a period of 2-ns simulations for the following discussion.
In these calculations, the weighting factor for dummy waters
w¼ 3% (Eq. 7) was used for the calculations, where the value
of the factor is calibrated as follows.
To account for the local electron density difference in the
hydration shell relative to the rest of bulk solvent, we modeled
such a density contrast by assigning a proper weighting factor
for the dummy water scattering according to Eq. 7. In this
equation, there is one free parameter, w, that remains to be
determined, to calculate the scattering curve. Fig. 6 shows
FIGURE 6 The weighting factor (w) for water molecules in the hydration
layer with w of 0%, 3%, and 10%, respectively. The calculations were from
2-ns MD simulations. The theoretical curves were compared with the exper-
imental data taken from the CRYSOL package. From the plot, a weight of
w ¼ 3% is chosen to fit the experimental curve. The data curve was shifted
along the vertical direction to achieve an optimal overlap at the low q region.the theoretical scattering intensities with several different
weighting factors for waters of w ¼ 0%, 3%, and 10%. The
weighting factor w for dummy waters reflects the excess
electron density of the hydration shell relative to bulk solvent.
In other words, the density of the shell is effectively w greater
than that of the rest of bulk solvent. Fitted to the scattering data
of lysozyme, a proper weight of w¼ 3% was chosen to reflect
the relative difference in the primary solvent shell. Remark-
ably, the CG approach with a single fitting parameter for
dummy waters can well reproduce the lysozyme data I(q)
up to q ¼ 0.5 A˚1. The high accuracy of reproducing the
experimental scattering appears to be due to a combination
of both the density difference and conformation flexibility.
We also note that different choices of the thickness of the
hydration give rise to very similar scattering curves. Fig. 4
shows that a combination of varying the thickness (d) of
the layer and the weighting factor (w) of water molecules
in the layer to maintain the overall net density yields very
similar scattering results for lysozyme, by two examples:
with w ¼ 3%, d ¼ 3 A˚ (red) and w ¼ 4.5%, d ¼ 2 A˚
(blue), respectively. This would potentially further reduce
the computational cost by using a thinner layer but with
higher weighting factor for water molecules. From a physical
consideration, we set the thickness of the hydration shell
equal to 3 A˚ for the rest of discussion.
The CG residue scattering computational method can be
advantageous. This CG calculation is much faster than the
all-atom scattering calculations (9,11,12). For example, in
the framework of the Debye formula, it is ~N2 times faster
to compute the scattering of a protein without surrounding
water molecules (N is the average number of atoms per
residue). It should be noted that this advantage is less
pronounced when explicit dummy water molecules are
included in the calculation. Here, we make a very brief
comparison of the CRYSOL calculations with our CG results.
We computed the intensity of lysozyme from the widely used
all-atom CRYSOL calculation, in which the atomic details for
scattering factors were included. The CRYSOL calculation
was carried out with default parameters. Fig. 7 shows the
difference between the CG model and CRYSOL for lyso-
zyme. Comparison shows that the CRYSOL calculation
with the default parameters (solvation shell electron density
0.030 e/A˚3, i.e., 10% of bulk solvent electron density rs) gives
a very good intensity fit at the low q region, but shows a
systematic shift from experiments at high q, whereas the
CG model with w ¼ 3% accurately reproduces the scattering
curve. Putnam et al. also pointed out that this adjusted
parameter with less density contrast (solvation shell electron
density 0.010 e/A˚3, i.e., 3% of rs) in CRYSOL gives a better
scattering curve compared with data (1). This notion is also
supported by our CG residue-based scattering calculations.
Although there is room for refinement of the weight factor
w when more reliable SAXS data from additional protein
samples become available, we use w ¼ 3% for the following
discussion.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463
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simplified models is quite clear. Our method requires no
additional computational cost to the simple Ca model
(21,25,26), but includes effective residue structure factors
and thus has a better accuracy (data not shown). In contrast
to the DR model (23), our CG method requires no use of
a correction function of q for scattering factors in order to
reproduce the scattering patterns derived from the all-atom
CRYSOL calculations. Instead, a knowledge-based,
coarse-residue structure factor for each amino acid was
calculated, and a single parameter for the density contrast
was fitted for the solvent layer. Nonetheless, our CG method
can well reproduce the experimental scattering of lysozyme,
which provides us with a reasonable start point for further
investigation.
It is worth noting that at high concentrations, interparticle
correlations may lead to an interparticle form factor that is
different from unity and will modulate the observed scat-
tering at very small angles (44–46). In this article, since
we assume that the scattering is from a dilute solution of
protein particles, these interparticle effects are negligible.
Scattering characterization of protein folds
We now have a working model for calculating the scat-
tering intensity from atomic models. Such a calculation
FIGURE 7 Theoretical scattering profiles of lysozyme from the CG
model with a weight of w ¼ 3% (red) and from CRYSOL (blue and green).
The calculations from CRYSOL were performed with the default parameters
(solvation shell contrast ¼ 0.030 e/A˚3, 10% of bulk solvent electron density
rs) and an adjusted parameter (solvation shell contrast ¼ 0.01 e/A˚3, 3% of
rs). The scattering curves were shifted along the vertical direction to achieve
an optimal overlap at the low q region.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463can be very useful in many scenarios. For example,
combined with SAXS data, the CG model can be used to
model the biological assembled structures of multidomain
complexes in cases where high-resolution crystal structures
of each individual domain are known. Such an example will
be presented in future communication. Currently, calcula-
tions from known atomic models can provide a scattering-
signature of each protein fold. In fact, such an effort has
been put forward by building a database of the CRYSOL-
calculated scattering curves for a portion of structures
deposited in the PDB (47,48). Similar efforts have been
performed to characterize protein folds using wide-angle
scattering calculations (49). In general, such a theoretical
effort could be potentially useful for providing the ranking
scores for experimental scattering data and further identi-
fying top candidates from this kind of database for refine-
ment. From this point of view, despite the possibility that
multiple protein folds could share a similar scattering curve,
we envision that the CG model can serve for a similar
purpose to achieve scattering characterization of different
protein folds.
Fig. 8 shows the scattering for several representative
protein folds/structures, including a-helical, b-strand, and
multidomain proteins. For a quantitative assessment of
conformation flexibility, three scattering curves for each
protein are computed and reported from 2-ns CG MD simula-
tions. Conformational flexibility from simulations is reflected
in the average (lines) and standard deviations (shades) in each
curve. Three proteins are used to illustrate the scattering
patterns of a-helical proteins.
In general, the SAXS scattering pattern contains less infor-
mation than the pattern in crystallography, although it is still
rich in details about the overall shape and internal structure
of a macromolecule. In the low q region, the scattering can
be used to measure the protein radius of gyration (RG) by
the Guinier approximation (50), IðqÞfeq2R2G=3. In the q
region beyond RG where the intensity starts to fall off, I(q)
shows a systematic trend for folded proteins, I(q) f qd,
referred to as Porod’s law (51,52). A value of d¼ 4 was found
for many folded single-domain proteins. For multidomain
complexes, our experience demonstrates that scattering
from large domain-domain separations causes a modulation
of the curve in this region. As q further increases, the
power-law pattern breaks down where more detailed
substructures start to contribute to the total scattering profile.
These peaks are the collective contributions of scattering due
to a spatial separation between large groups of atoms, such as
the domain-domain separation and the secondary-structure
packing.
Several interesting features might be noted from the
theoretical patterns. First, the low-angle scattering contains
information about protein size and overall shape/envelope:
the larger the protein, the greater the scattering intensity at
q / 0 (in theory, I(q ¼ 0) is proportional to protein size
(1–3)). For example, Bcl-X with a total of 196 residues
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FIGURE 8 Scattering characterization of protein folds:
a-helical, b-strand, and multidomain proteins. The low-
angle scattering contains information about protein size
and overall shape; the wider-angle scattering provides
information about secondary-structure packing and domain
motions. (A) The a-helical proteins: cytochrome c (PDB
code: 1HRC (70)), ATPsynthase (PDB code: 1ABV (71)),
and Bcl-X (PDB code: 1R2D (72)). (B) The b-strand
proteins: immunoglobulin (PDB code: 1BWW (73)), acyl-
transferase (PDB code: 2JF2 (74)), and galactose mutarotase
(PDB code: 1NSZ (75)). (C) Multidomain proteins: serpin
(PDB code: 1HLE (76)), c-Abl (PDB code: 1OPL (59)),
and DNA polymerase (PDB code: 2KFZ (60)). Each curve
was calculated from an ensemble of snapshots taken from
a 2-ns MD simulation trajectory. A log-scale of the scat-
tering intensity was used for all the proteins.(PDB code: 1R2D) has a higher scattering intensity than cyto-
chrome c (104 residues).
Second, the higher angle scattering provides information
about secondary-structure packing, e.g., the helix-helix orga-
nization in the case of all-a proteins as observed as in cyto-
chrome c and Bcl-X. However, such a peak is not generic forthe proteins in the family of a-helical proteins. For example,
the curve is relatively flat in ATPsynthase (PDB code:
1ABV) or a peak is found at a lower angle at ~q/2p ¼ 1/d
~ 0.05 A˚1 in Bcl-X. Further wider-angle scattering (q >
0.6 A˚1) was not investigated here, but has been studied
by several experimental groups (53,54).Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463
4458 Yang et al.Similar features are observed in b-strand proteins
including the all-b immunoglobulin (PDB code: 1BWW),
the b-helix acyltransferase (PDB code: 2JF2), and the super-
sandwich fold of galactose mutarotase (PDB code: 1NSZ). In
particular, the b-helix fold has recently become a very inter-
esting research focus, in part because it has been proposed as
a structural candidate for amyloid proteins such as the prion
protein (55–57) and the Ab protein (58). It suggests that
SAXS combined with computation has a significant potential
of elucidating the basic structural details of cross-b finger-
prints implicated in many amyloid diseases such as Alz-
heimer’s. In the case of acyltransferase, the scattering curve
displays a plateaulike flat pattern in a quite wide q-range
(1/d ~ 0.04–0.07 A˚1), before falling off at higher q (1/d
~ 0.08 A˚1). It differs from the flat pattern in the all-b immu-
noglobulin, where the scattering intensity does not start to
fall off even at 1/d ~ 0.09 A˚1.
SAXS scattering appears to offer significant potential
advantage for examining the structures of multidomain
proteins. Shown in Fig. 8 are the theoretical scattering patterns
from serpin (PDB code: 1HLE), c-Abl (PDB code: 1OPL),
and DNA polymerase (PDB code: 2KFZ). As mentioned
earlier, rich scattering information such as one or multiple
peaks at the power-law or high q regions can be observed
because of the collective separation of two large groups.
This is clearly represented in all three cases because of the
domain-domain organization. For example, there is a peak
at ~1/d ~ 0.04 A˚1 in serpin, which represents a major sepa-
ration of d ~ 25 A˚ between two domains. We note that the
c-Abl tyrosine kinase has been the target of drug design for
cancer treatment (59). The scattering of c-Abl shows a very
detailed pattern in a wide q-range (e.g., 1/d ~ 0.03 A˚1 and
1/d ~ 0.07 A˚1), reflecting the complex assembly among
two regulatory domains and one catalytic domain. Similarly,
peaks are superimposed on the power-law region and the high
q region for a larger complex of the DNA polymerase (60).
Thus, combined with computation including MD simulations,
the solution scattering can have a great potential in under-
standing how multiple domains assemble in physiological
conditions.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463Use of SAXS for fold recognition
As described above, different proteins display distinct scat-
tering patterns by protein size at q/ 0, RG at low q, struc-
tural packing at higher q, etc. Such distinctions suggest that
a SAXS scattering curve serve as a characteristic or semi-
signature of each protein fold/structure. As mentioned
earlier, the knowledge about the theoretical scattering could
be potentially useful by creating a database of theoretical
scattering curves, similar to the CRYSOL-based DARA
(47). Ideally, experimental scattering from an unknown
fold is fitted to the precalculated theoretical scattering curves
to obtain a list of top hits by ranking. A ranking score for
such a measure could be developed based on a c2 parameter
c2 ¼
XNq
iq ¼ 1

logIexpðqÞ  logICGðqÞ  D2
s2ðqÞ ; (10)
where Nq is the number of data points in the scattering curve
and Nq ¼ 100 was used for theoretical calculations
throughout the rest of the article. The value D is a normaliza-
tion factor, which is used to offset the difference of scattering
intensity at q / 0. The value s(q) is experimental uncer-
tainty of log Iexp(q) or simulated standard deviation of
log ICG(q), in cases where the experimental errors are not
available.
To illustrate the concept of fold recognition by the use of
SAXS, we first computed the pairwise c2 derivations
between the scattering signature of the nine protein folds
above-described. Table 1 shows that the c2 parameter ranges
from 103 to 106, suggesting that there is a large separation
between different protein folds. Such a large separation
makes possible the construction of a theoretical database
for fold recognition. To illustrate this concept, we used two
representative proteins, the Bcl-2 homolog from myxoma
virus (PDB code: 2O42) and the YDCK from Salmonella
cholerae (PDB code: 2F9C), which have similar structures
to Bcl-X (PDB code: 1R2D) and acyltransferase (PDB
code: 2JF2), respectively. The computed scattering from
these two proteins were ranked against the database of theTABLE 1 The pairwise c2 distances in the scattering space between the nine proteins as shown in Fig. 8
a-Helical proteins b-Strand proteins Multidomain proteins
c2( 106) 1HRC 1ABV 1R2D 1BWW 2JF2 1NSZ 1HLE 1OPL 2KFZ
1HRC 0 0.0031 0.0110 0.0038 0.1037 0.1574 0.2038 0.4043 0.6624
1ABV 0 0.0098 0.0016 0.0752 0.1275 0.1510 0.2882 0.4609
1R2D 0 0.0051 0.0382 0.0537 0.0770 0.1850 0.3291
1BWW 0 0.1759 0.2877 0.3464 0.6307 1.0118
2JF2 0 0.0581 0.0452 0.1075 0.2069
1NSZ 0 0.0149 0.1217 0.3385
1HLE 0 0.0273 0.0811
1OPL 0 0.0119
2KFZ 0
The large separation between them suggests that a database of scattering would be useful for fold recognition. The calculations were based on Eq. 10, where the
standard deviation of theoretical curves was used for s(q).
A Rapid Coarse-Grained Method for SAXS 4459FIGURE 9 Two illustrative examples for fold recognition
by c2 parameters. (Left) The computed scattering curve from
the Bcl-2 homolog from myxoma virus (red; PDB code:
2O42 (77)) best-matches that of Bcl-X (blue; PDB code:
1R2D). (Right) The computed scattering curve from the
YDCK from Salmonella cholerae (red; PDB code: 2F9C)
best-fits with that of acyltransferase (blue; PDB code:
2JF2); both have a similar b-helical fold. In both cases, the
sequence identities are quite low, 10.7% and 16.9%, respec-
tively, according to the CE alignment calculations (61). The
calculations for c2 were based on Eq. 10 and the standard
deviation of scattering curves was used for s(q).precomputed nine curves, according to c2 (Eq. 10). Fig. 9
shows that the best hit for both cases is indeed the one which
is the best match (marked by arrows), according to the CE
alignment calculations (61). We note that in both cases
proteins are similar in fold but very different in sequence,
e.g., the sequence identities are 10.7% and 16.9%, respec-
tively. These encouraging results suggest that SAXS might
provide an alternative approach for protein structure predic-
tion by taking advantage of the ease of use of solution
scattering to support and complement current homology
modeling or ab initio protein structure predictions (62). We
envision that the concept of best-fitting to a theoretical scat-
tering database of all known folds could play an important
role in fold recognition. For this purpose, the rapid determina-
tion of scattering profiles from our CG method can provide
a fast and efficient way to create a database of SAXS profiles
for all appropriate protein folds as deposited in the PDB.
Further application of SAXS data to the so-called natively
disordered proteins has been shown to elucidate their struc-
tural features (e.g., (63,64).). In this case, because a large
ensemble of unfolded structures must be sampled, our rapid
CG computational method might provide an efficient tool for
characterizing structural features of disordered states.
Incorporation of SAXS data with NMR data for structure
refinements (65,66) is beyond the scope of this article, but
our CG method can provide an alternative approach forscattering calculations, especially for low- and medium-
angle scattering.
Scattering characterization for multiple
conformational states
Protein can adopt multiple conformational states in equilib-
rium under specific physiological conditions. Specific
binding to ligands, substrates, or target proteins can shift
the population from one state to another (19). In cases where
each individual state is well defined, theoretical scattering
can be used to characterize the conformational states from
atomic protein models. Such a theoretical scattering calcula-
tion can be an important tool to deconvolute the relative pop-
ulation of each state in the SAXS sample with mixing states
in solution. Here, several examples are given for theoretical
scattering patterns of distinct conformational states from
given atomic models.
Fig. 10 shows the theoretical scattering curves of two
distinct conformational states from three proteins: transferrin,
calmodulin, and ParM. In transferrin, ligand-induced confor-
mational change occurs between two lobes when iron binds.
The structures of the apo- and holoforms are shown in blue
and red, respectively. The differences in theoretical curves
are at 1/d~ 0.03 A˚1 and 1/d~ 0.06–0.08 A˚1, which suggests
a large-scale conformational change upon the binding.Biophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463
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FIGURE 10 Scattering difference of multiple conforma-
tion states. The differences in scattering curves are found
in a wide q-range from low to high, suggesting that SAXS
can be used to investigate the large-scale conformational
motions in solution. The differences are also reflected by
a c2 parameter between two curves. (A) Ligand-induced
conformational change in transferrin before (blue) and after
(red) the ion binding (PDB codes: 1BP5 (78) and 1A8E
(79), respectively). (B) The dumbbell shape (blue) and the
compact shape (red) of calmodulin (PDB codes: 1CLL
(67) and 1CDL (80), respectively). (C) Domain-domain
conformations before and after nucleotide binding in
ParM (PDB codes: 1MWK (81) and 1MWM (81), respec-
tively). All scattering curves in a log-scale were calculated
from an ensemble of snapshots taken from an MD simula-
tion period of time of 2 ns. The c2 parameter was calculated
using Eq. 10, where the standard deviation of the theoretical
scattering of the left state was used for s(q).Another well-studied example is the Ca2þ-bonded calmod-
ulin where a major conformational change occurs when it
binds to a target protein (67). The difference in theoretical
curves at low q (1/d ~ 0.01–0.02 A˚1 and 1/d ~ 0.03 A˚1)
in Fig. 10 clearly represents the distinct protein shapes (e.g.,
RG) and helix-helix arrangements. This arises from the range
of forms calmodulin displays in solution, from extended to
more compact. The equilibrium can be shifted from one to
another, dependent on whether it is in solution, a crystal
lattice, or binding to specific agents. Thus, SAXS has been
a method of choice for studying such a multistate calmodulin
in both experimental and computational aspects (68,69).
A similar feature is also found in theoretical scattering curves
in the apo- and holoforms of ParM, a member of the actin
filament protein family, where domains move upon nucleotide
binding. Scattering differences can be found in several places
such as 1/d ~ 0.03 A˚1 and 1/d ~ 0.06 A˚1 (Fig. 10). Again,
this demonstrates the usefulness of SAXS for characterizing
distinct functional states in solution. The c2 calculations also
indicate scattering differences in distinct states (Fig. 10).
To summarize, several multiconformational-state proteins
examined here show that a major difference in scattering of
distinct states is observed in or near the power-law region ofBiophysical Journal 96(11) 4449–4463scattering curves. Such distinct patterns can be detected by
SAXS experiments. This suggests that the solution scattering
at relative small angles has the capability of identifying the
assembly mechanisms of multiple-state proteins, often with
multiple domains. These kinds of SAXS experiments are
obviously attractive because of the difficulties of growing
crystals for large protein complexes.
CONCLUSION
SAXS is an increasingly important technique for character-
izing macromolecular folds, conformations and assembly
states in physiological conditions. It can provide low-resolu-
tion structural information without the challenges and limita-
tions of crystallography or solution NMR. In principle, the
scattering data can be used as an input for computational
modeling to reconstruct the structures for multiprotein
complexes and to deconvolute the equilibrium population of
each conformational state of proteins in solution. However,
a reliable and efficient computational approach is needed to
achieve this goal.
A theoretical CG model was developed to compute the
scattering pattern from a protein in a given conformation.
A Rapid Coarse-Grained Method for SAXS 4461The model is residue-based, but the scattering for each amino
acid was built from atomically detailed conformers. Such a
CG representation for calculating scattering is advantageous,
because it significantly reduces the computational cost and it
can be combined with CG simulations that can be used to
sample broad configurational spaces exhibited by many large
complexes. The CG representation of the protein takes
advantage of the low-resolution character of SAXS. The
computational methods were further illustrated by character-
izing a variety of protein folds and multiple conformational
states. Preliminary tests show that a given fold can be de-
tected via the scattering signature of the protein. This
suggests that the structural information from SAXS, when
combined with computations, could provide a powerful route
for rapid fold recognition and shape reconstruction of large
macromolecular complexes.
The program for this rapid coarse residue-based computa-
tional method for proteins will be released under the GNU
General Public License with the code name of Fast-SAXS.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, the procedure of simplifying each amino acid into
a ‘‘glob’’ in Eq. 5 is demonstrated in the case of a group of spherical atoms.
The scattering from these atoms within a given protein conformation is given
by Eq. 4, which can be rewritten as
IðqÞ ¼
XNG
g¼ 1
F2ðqÞ þ
X
j
X
j
0
f
0
j ðqÞf
0
j
0 ðqÞ
sin

qrjj 0

qrjj 0
; (11)
where NG is the number of amino acids and F(q) is the scattering factor of the
gth residue in the protein. The notations j and j 0 refer to atoms in different
residues, and rjj 0 are the distances between atoms j and j
0.
In the case of spherical atoms where scattering factors are independent of
direction, Harker pointed out that Eq. 11 can be essentially given by (27)
IðqÞ ¼
XNG
g¼ 1
F2ðqÞ þ
X
g
X
g
0sg
FgðqÞFg0 ðqÞ
sin

qrgg0

qrgg0
;
(12)
where rgg0 values are the distances between amino acids g and g
0.
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